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Abstract In a PowerPoint file, animation effects are used to emphasize objects, timing
effects are used to control the presentation time, and slide transition effects are used to
highlight particular slides. Thus, using various effects can make the presentation of a
PowerPoint file more colorful and attractive. In this paper, we propose a steganographic
method to embed message in a PowerPoint file via various effects. In contrast to other
steganographic methods, we not only hide message naturally but also keep the content of the
cover media intact. Furthermore, the proposed method can resist the format conversion
attack. The experiment result demonstrates that the proposed method is undetectable under
some visual and statistical attacks.
Keywords Steganography . PowerPoint file . Animation effects . Timing effects .
Transition effects

1 Introduction
With digital data widely used, data hiding techniques have been studied in communicative
security. Based on various applications, data hiding techniques can be divided into two
categories, one is watermarking, usually applied in copyright protection, and the other is
steganography [7], used in privacy communication. Many steganographic methods [3, 5,
8–10, 12, 17] use various digital materials to cover privacy massage. Zou and Shi [17] used
inter-word space to conceal massage in an electronic document. Chou and Ramchandrad [3]
proposed an audio hiding method that embeds data imperceptibly in a digital audio recording. The popular cover media in steganography is images. Liu et al. [12] and Lee and Chen
[10] proposed the typical data hiding approach that insert secret message in the least
significant bits (LSBs) of pixels in a digital image. However, the LSB insertion method is
vulnerable to lossy compression. Hu proposed a method [5] to embed secret message based
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on vector quantization. Lee and Chen proposed a method [8] to embed secret message in
objects of images. They presented another steganography approach [9] for JPEG images, the
embedded message can survive after the stego image is compressed. Note that all JPEG
based methods are vulnerable to lossy recompression and format conversion [4]. Moreover,
most of steganographic methods acquire good performance of secret communication but
cause little distortion of cover materials.
Recently, some reversible (lossless) steganographic methods [2, 11, 13–16] were proposed. Ni et al. [13] proposed a reversible method that slightly modifies pixel gray levels
based on image histogram to hide secret data. Chang et al. [2] proposed a reversible
steganographic scheme based on side match vector quantization for compressed images.
Lee et al. [11] proposed a reversible steganographic method based on expanding difference
between the median and other points in a pixel block. Zhang [16] proposed a reversible data
hiding method to hide secret message in an encrypted image. Qin et al. proposed two
reversible data hiding methods, one is based on prediction-error expansion [14] and the
other is based on image inpainting [15]. Although, these methods can reconstruct the cover
media, they distort the stego media. Furthermore, all reversible methods are vulnerable to
lossy compression and format conversion.
Microsoft PowerPoint is a ubiquitous presentation program created by Microsoft Company and widely used by businesspeople, researchers, and educators. The program provides
users two kinds of effects, animation effects and slide transition effects, to create animations,
which are used to liven up on-screen presentations. Jing, Yang and Chen [6] used different
animation timing effects to represent different messages. Since most animations are not used,
the capacity is low. In this paper, a method is proposed to embed secret message in a
PowerPoint file via various animations. Since any animation does not alter the content of a
PowerPoint file, the real content of the file can be kept intact. Moreover, the proposed
method can resist the format conversion attack and is undetectable.
In the remaining of the paper, the animations of Microsoft PowerPoint 2007 software are
described in Section 2. The proposed method is described in Section 3. The analysis of user
habits of using animations, the embedding capacity and the security issue are given in
Section 4. Conclusion is made in the last section.

2 Animations of Microsoft PowerPoint
As mentioned previously, Microsoft PowerPoint program provides animation and slide
transition effects. There are 199 different animation effects, which can be grouped into four
categories: Entrance, Emphasis, Motion Paths and Exit. Entrance effects can be applied to
objects so that objects enter with animations during Slide-Show. Emphasis effects animate
objects on the spot. Motion Paths effects allow objects to move around the Slide-Show. Exit
effects allow objects to leave the Slide-Show with animations. Since effects of Emphasis and
Motion Paths categories are presented after Entrance effects and before Exit effects, we regroup animation effects into three categories: Entrance, Emphasis/Motion Paths, and Exit.
One effect selected from each category is shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3.
Each animation effect includes several operations. Table 1 lists these operations.
Slide transition effects are used when advancing from one slide to another. There are 58
different slide transition effects. Each slide transition effect contains four operations, which
are speed, sound, switch and time. The speed operation controls the showing speed of a slide
transition effect in Slide-Show. The sound operation decides the sound when a slide
transition effect is presenting. The switch operation decides the way to trigger a slide
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Fig. 1 The “Box” effect of “Entrance” category

transition effect in Slide-Show. The time operation controls the starting time of a slide
transition effect after the trigger in Slide-Show.
Figure 4 shows an example of slide transition effects. Figure 4a shows the current slide
and Fig. 4d shows the next slide. Figure 4b and c show the intermediate results of applying
the “Uncover Down” slide transition effect to Fig. 4d. Note that this effect keeps slide
content intact.

3 The proposed method
The proposed method uses animations to represent different messages. To reach this aim, a
codebook is first designed to record the correspondence between animations and pieces of
message. In addition, automatically applying animations in a PowerPoint file is impossible
and not practical. An interactive system is then designed to semi-automatically transform the
secret message to animations based on the designed codebook. The proposed method
contains two parts: embedding process and extracting process.
3.1 Codebook design
In the codebook design, three types of effects are used to embed message. The first type
called animation-based effects is composed of animation effects, each of which contains an
animate operation, a direction operation, and a speed operation. The second type called
timing-based effects is composed of delay operations, each of which is a delay operation on
an animation effect. The third type called transition-based effects is composed of slide
transition effects, each of which contains a speed operation and a time operation. The
starting time of a slide transition effect controlled by a time operation can be set from

Fig. 2 The “Bold Flash” effect of “Emphasis/Motion Path” category
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Fig. 3 The “Checkerboard” effect of “Exit” category

00:00:00.00 to 23:59:59.99, that is, from 0 s to 24 h. Note that only the two least significant
bits (LSBs) of seconds in the starting time of a time operation are used to embed message.
Each type of effects has a corresponding codebook. In each codebook design, each effect
stands for a piece of n-bit message. In order to make Slide-Show look natural, in the
animation-based codebook, each n-bit message should have a corresponding effect in each
category of animation effects. The reason is that if an n-bit message only corresponds to an
animation effect, for example, an “Exit” animation, and when we want to embed the
message and the current slide is just appearing, we now enforce to add an “Exit” animation,
this will make the slide presentation unusual. Here, we give an example of codebook design
shown in Tables 2, 3 and 4. Each of animation-based and transition-based effects represents
a 3-bit message, and each of timing-based effects represents a 2-bit message.
3.2 The interactive system
Note that to embed message automatically through effects is impossible, since the added
effects should look natural. Here, we use Delphi 7 and Microsoft Access software to develop
an interactive system as an assistant for embedding and extracting. Without loss of generality, based on Tables 2, 3 and 4, we give an example to do explanation. In this scenario,
three codebooks are designed for three different animations categories. The sender and
receiver share the same codebooks before communication. The assistant interfaces of
embedding and extracting processes are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively.

Table 1 The list of animation
effect operations

Operations
Animate
Direction (if has)
Sound
After animation
Animate text (for text object)
Start
Delay
Speed
Repeat
Group text
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(a) The current slide.

(b) The intermediate result after 0.5 sec.

(c) The intermediate result after 1 sec.

(d) The next slide.

Fig. 4 The “Uncover Down” slide transition effect used. a The current slide. b The intermediate result after
0.5 s. c The intermediate result after 1 s. d The next slide

The embedding interactive system contains two phases. In the first phase, a sender inputs
the secret message M and the secret key k. Then based on the secret key k, the interactive
system converts M into M’ using the following equation:
M ’ðiÞ ¼ M ðiÞ⊕RS ðk; iÞ;

ð1Þ

where M’(i) and M(i) denote the ith bit of M’ and M, respectively. RS(k,i) denotes the ith bit
of a pseudo-random generated binary sequence RS using the secret key k as seed. ⊕ denotes
the exclusive or operation.
In the second phase, the sender first chooses a codebook in the embedding assistant
interface (see Fig. 5). Next, the interactive system takes 3 or 2 bits of M’ from left to right
sequentially based on the chosen codebook. The embedding assistant interface then suggests
the corresponding animations. Based on the status of the current slide, the sender can choose
a proper effect to do data embedding. The second phase is repeated until all bits of M’ are
embedded.
In the extracting assistant interface (see Fig. 6), the receiver first inputs the extracted
effect, the interactive system will convert the effect into the corresponding 3 or 2 bits of M’.
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Table 2 An animation-based codebook using 3 bits to represent an effect with “X” standing for “unnecessary
items”
Animation-based effects
Message Entrance
(bits)
Animate Direction Speed

Emphasis/motion path

001

Fly in

Top/
Slow
bottom

Spin

010

Fly in

Top/
Medium Spin
bottom

360°
Medium Fly out
clockwise

Top/
Medium
bottom

100

Fly in

Top/
Fast
bottom

Spin

360°
Fast
clockwise

Fly out

Top/
Fast
bottom

101

Fly in

Top/
Very
bottom
fast

Spin

360°
Very
clockwise
fast

Fly out

Top/
Very
bottom
fast

110

Fly in

Left/right Slow

Flash
bulb

X

Slow

Fly out

Left/right Slow

011

Fly in

Left/right Medium Flash
bulb

X

Medium Fly out

Left/right Medium

000

Fly in

Left/right Fast

Flash
bulb

X

Fast

Fly out

Left/right Fast

111

Fly in

Left/right Very
fast

Flash
bulb

X

Very
fast

Fly out

Left/right Very
fast

Animate Direction

Exit
Speed

360°
Slow
clockwise

Animate Direction Speed
Fly out

Top/
Slow
bottom

After all effects are input, all extracted bits are concatenated into M’. Finally, the receiver
inputs the secret key k to convert M’ into the secret message M.
3.3 Embedding process
Before describing the embedding process, we discuss some observed phenomena when a
user adds animations in a PowerPoint file. Then, according to these phenomena, we will give
four embedding rules which should be followed by the proposed embedding process. The
first phenomenon is that effects of “Emphasis/Motion Paths” and “Exit” animation categories can only be added to an existing object on a slide. The second phenomenon is that if an
Table 3 A transition-based codebook using 3 bits to represent an effect
Transition-based effects
Message (bits)

Slide transition effect

Speed

The two LSBs of seconds in a time operation

001

Random transition

Medium

00

010
100

Random transition
Random transition

Medium
Medium

01
10

101

Random transition

Medium

11

110

Random transition

Fast

00

011

Random transition

Fast

01

000

Random transition

Fast

10

111

Random transition

Fast

11
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Table 4 A timing-based codebook using 2 bits to represent a
delay operation of an animation
effect

Timing-based effects
Message

Delay operation (secend)

00

0.5

01

1

10

2

11

2.5

object appears with an effect of “Entrance” animation category, then no more entrance effect
can be added to the object. The third phenomenon is that if an object is emphasized with an
effect of “Emphasis/Motion Paths” animation category, only exit effects can be added to the
object. The fourth phenomenon is that objects with the same level usually contain the same
animation effect. A slide with two level objects is shown in Fig. 7. Most academic
PowerPoint files belong to this category.

Fig. 5 The embedding assistant interface
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Fig. 6 The extracting assistant interface

According to the observed phenomena, four embedding rules should be obeyed in the
embedding process and are given as follows:
Rule 1:

If an object used for embedding message is not on a slide, only effects of the
“Entrance” animation category can be added.

Level 1 objects

Fig. 7 A slide with two level objects

Level 2 objects
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Rule 2:

If an object used for embedding message has embedded a message through an
effect of “Entrance” animation category, only effects of “Emphasis/Motion Paths”
or “Exit” animation category can be chosen to embed message.
Rule 3: If an object used for embedding message has embedded a message through an
effect of “Emphasis/Motion Paths” animation category, only effects of “Exit”
animation category can be used to embed message.
Rule 4: The animation effect which contains direction and speed operations should be the
same when applying to the same level objects in a slide.
In the embedding process, we need four materials to create the stego PowerPoint file. The
first is the secret message M. The second is the secret key k which is used to generate a pseudorandom binary sequence to convert the secret message M into a random binary sequence M’.
The main purpose of using the secret key k is to make the appearing probabilities of pieces of
message uniform. The third is the chosen codebooks which record the correspondences among
pieces of message and effects. The last is the cover media, a PowerPoint file, which will be used
to embed secret message. In the following, we will describe the embedding steps in detail.
Embedding procedure
Step 1 Input the secret message M.
Step 2 Use the secret key k as a seed to generate a pseudo-random binary sequence RS.
Then use Eq. (1) to convert M into M’.
Step 3 Take an adaptive PowerPoint file.
Step 4 According to the status of the current slide, choose a proper codebook.
Step 5 Based on the codebook, take a piece of M’ sequentially, all corresponding
effects will be suggested.
Step 6 Based on the status of the current slide, one of the suggested effects is chosen
and applied on a proper object or slide.
Step 7 Repeat Steps 4–6 until all bits of M’ are embedded.
Note that each object can be applied at most three animation effects, one belongs to the
“Entrance” animation category, one belongs to “Emphasis/Motion Paths” animation category, and the other belongs to “Exit” animation category.
3.4 Extracting process
In the extracting process, we need three materials to extract the secret message. One is the
same codebooks used in the embedding process. The second is the shared secret key k. The
last is the stego PowerPoint file. The steps of the extracting process are described as follows:
Extracting procedure
Step 1 Take the shared codebooks used in the embedding process.

Table 5 The percentages of four categories with “X” standing for “unnecessary items”
Categories

Files with Files with slide Files with simple Files with complex
no effect transition effects animations
animations

Percentages (%)
Average number of slides in one file

56.00
X

Average number of objects in one file X

17.67
30

22.67
35

3.67
41

X

90

195

6.91 %

4.15 %

3.44 %
2.29 %

45.56 %

Fade

Blinds

dissolve in
Rise up

Total

100 %

7.55 %
5.02 %

9.11 %

15.17 %

15.74 %

Total

Diamond
Change line color

Wave

Change fill color

Grow/ shrink

Spin

7.17 %

Wipe

47.41 %

21.60 %

Fly in

79.60 %

4.08 %
2.05 %

4.08 %

6.12 %

16.33 %

46.94 %

Probability

Effects

Probability

Effects

Normalized probability

Emphasis/motion path effects

Entrance effects

Table 6 Six animation effects with the highest probabilities in each animation category

100 %

5.12 %
2.58 %

5.12 %

7.69 %

20.52 %

58.97 %

Normalized probability

Total

Blinds
Ease out

Wedge

Dissolve out

Pinwheel

Fly out

Effects

Exit effects

70.27 %

4.97 %
4.97 %

7.94 %

7.94 %

7.94 %

12.70 %

Probability

100 %

10.70 %
10.69 %

17.09 %

17.09 %

17.09 %

27.34 %

Normalized probability
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Table 7 Six slide transition effects with the highest probabilities
Slide transition effects

Probability

Normalized probability

Random transition

14.69 %

30.41 %

Fade smoothly

11.10 %

22.98 %

Cover right

7.19 %

14.89 %

Dissolve
Wipe right

5.52 %
5.15 %

11.43 %
10.66 %

Stripis right-down

4.65 %

9.63 %

Total

48.30 %

100 %

Step 2 Extract effects according to the appearing sequence in Slide-Show from the
stego PowerPoint file.
Step 3 Use the interactive system to get the corresponding message piece of each
extracted effect.
Step 4 Concatenating all extracted pieces into M’.
Step 5 Use the shared secret key k to convert M’ to the secret message M.

4 Analysis of the proposed method
In this section, the usage habits of animations by general users are first analyzed. Then the
embedding capacity is addressed. Finally, the limited robustness and undetectability are
discussed.
4.1 Analysis of animations used by general users
In order to understand user habits of using animations, we analyze 300 PowerPoint files
downloaded from the Internet. These files include academic, commercial, political and other
topics. They are grouped into four categories; the first has no effect, the second has only slide
transition effects, the third contains simple animations, all objects in a PowerPoint file have the
same animation-based effect with various timing-based effects, and various slide transition
effects are used, and the fourth contains complex animations with various animation-based

Table 8 The probabilities of different delay operations of
animation effects

Delay (second)

Probability

Delay (second)

Probability

1

50.71 %

7

0.95 %

2.5

20.38 %

8

0.95 %

2

6.16 %

0.6

0.47 %

0.5

5.69 %

4

0.47 %

1.5

4.27 %

6

0.47 %

3

3.32 %

11

0.47 %

3.5
5

1.90 %
1.90 %

12
30

0.47 %
0.47 %

0.2

0.95 %
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Table 9 The probabilities of entropy values in entrance animation
effects

Entropy value range

Files with entrance animation effects

0~0.5

0

0.5~1
1~1.5

0
18.18 %

1.5~2

27.27 %

2~2.5

0

2.5~3

27.27 %

3~3.5

18.18 %

3.5~4

9.10 %

effects, timing-based effects, and slide transition effects. Table 5 shows the percentages of the
four categories.
By observing appearing probabilities of animation and slide transition effects in the
downloaded 300 PowerPoint files, we find that there are at most six different animation
effects and six different slide transition effects in most of the downloaded files. Some files
use more than five different animation effects and five different slide transition effects.
Tables 6 and 7 list six animation effects and six slide transition effects with the highest
probabilities, respectively. The probabilities of delay operations of animation effects are
shown in Table 8.
Here, we use entropy to analyze user habits of applying animation, slide transition and
delay effects in PowerPoint files. For each PowerPoint file f, we calculate the entropy value,
Ef, of effects used as follows:
X
Ef ¼ −
Pi log2 Pi ;
where Pi stands for the probability of the ith effect used in f. Different entropies stand for
different distribution.
Tables 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 list the probabilities of entropy values for different effect
categories. From these Tables, we find that users do not use similar probability models of
effects. This means that user habits of applying effects are subjective.
4.2 Embedding capacity
The embedding capacity of the proposed method depends on the number of animations used
in a PowerPoint file. As shown in Table 5, PowerPoint files can be divided into four
categories according to the usage of animations. Based on Table 5, if the codebooks in
Table 10 The probabilities of
entropy values in emphasis/motion
path animation effects

Entropy value range

Files with emphasis/motion
path animation effects

0~0.5

0

0.5~1
1~1.5

25 %
25 %

1.5~2

25 %

2~2.5

0

2.5~3

25 %
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Table 11 The probabilities of
entropy values in exit animation
effects

Entropy value range

Files with exit animation effects

0~0.5

0

0.5~1
1~1.5

0
0

1.5~2

50 %

2~2.5

0

2.5~3

50 %

Tables 2, 3 and 4 are used, the second category (files with slide transition effects) can embed
3 bits via a transition-based effect, the average capacity for a file in this category is about 90
(30×3) bits, and this is enough for transferring a date or an attacking target information. The
third category (files with simple animations) can embed 3 bits via one transition-based effect
on a slide and 2 bits via one timing-based effect on an object, the average capacity is about
285 (35×3+90×2) bits, and this is enough for transferring a command. Because all
animation-based effects on objects in the third category PowerPoint file are the same, we
cannot embed message via animation-based effects. The last category (files with complex
animations) can embed 3 bits via one transition-based effect on a slide, 3 bits via one
animation-based effect and 2 bits via one timing-based effect on an object. Note that each
object can have three animation effects from three animation categories, and each effect can
have a timing-based effect. The average capacity is about 3048 (41×3+195×3×3+195×3×2)
bits, and this is enough for transferring a secret key. The capacities with different numbers of
message bits embedded by an effect are shown in Table 14. In Table 14, each effect
represents a k-bit message. Thus, if k=3, based on the average number of slides and objects
in Table 5, the average capacity for a file in the second category (file with slide transition
effects) is about 90 (30×3) bits, in the third category (files with simple animations) is about
375 (35×3+90×3) bits, and in the fourth category (files with complex animations) is about
3633 (41×3+195×3×3+195×3×3) bits. Users can design codebooks based on the lengths of
the secret messages. An example of a stego PowerPoint file is given in [1].
4.3 Limited robustness
As mentioned previously, most of steganographic methods cannot resist to format conversion [4]. The PowerPoint Slide-Show format (.pps) and the Mine-html format (.mht, the web

Table 12 The probabilities of entropy values in slide transition effects
Entropy value range

Files with slide
transition effects

Files with simple
animation

Files with complex
animation

0~0.5
0.5~1

19.05 %
47.60 %

37.50 %
43.75 %

33.33 %
33.33 %

1~1.5

4.77 %

6.25 %

0

1.5~2

4.77 %

6.25 %

33.33 %

2~2.5

14.28 %

0

0

2.5~3

4.77 %

6.25 %

0

3~3.5

4.77 %

0

0
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Table 13 The probabilities of entropy values in delay operations of animation effects
Entropy value range

Files with simple animation

Files with complex animation

0~0.5

30.77 %

0%

0.5~1

38.46 %

50 %

1~1.5

23.07 %

40 %

1.5~2

7.70 %

10 %

archive format) are usually used to broadcast or communicate a PowerPoint file on the
Internet. Even in the .pps or .mht file format, the Slide-Show is still the same. This means
that the proposed method is robust to format conversion (ppt to pps or ppt to mht).
4.4 Security/undetectability
Security refers to the inability of an eavesdropper to detect hidden information. In practice, a
steganographic scheme is considered secure if no existing attack can be modified to build a
detector that would be able to distinguish between cover and stego media with a success
better than random guessing [4].
In this subsection, we will show that the proposed method is immune from some visual
and statistical attacks. Note that in animation-based codebook design, each n-bit message
has a corresponding effect in each category of animation effects. Thus, in the embedding
process, the sender can adaptively choose a proper effect for each n-bit message via the
proposed interactive system. This makes animations on a stego PowerPoint file look natural.
That is, the proposed method is visually undetectable.
As to statistical undetectability, Cachin [4] proposed a definition for a secure
stegosystem. If the distribution of stego works is identical to the cover works’ distribution,
the stegosystem is perfectly secure. However, to collect all cover works is impossible. The
cover works’ distribution cannot be obtained in practice. Here, we compare the probability
distribution of animations used in a stego PowerPoint file with that used in a general
PowerPoint file. To reach this aim, the entropy value of a probability distribution is used.
We do some experiments in each category except the first category (files with no effects) of
PowerPoint files. 100 stego PowerPoint files are created based on the previous defined
codebooks. The ranges of entropy values of 5 effect types of these stego PowerPoint files are
shown in Table 15. All entropy values of the experimental results meet the previous analysis
results of user habits shown in Tables 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13.
Table 14 The capacities with different numbers of message bits embedded by an effect
The number of message
bits embedded by an effect

Categories of PowerPoint files
File with only slide
transition effects

Files with simple
animations

Files with complex
animations

Capacity (bits)
3

90

375

3633

4

120

500

4844

5

150

625

6055

6

180

750

7266
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Table 15 The entropy values of five types of 100 stego PowerPoint files using the proposed method with “X”
standing for “unnecessary items”
Category

Files with only slide
transition effects

Files with simple
animations

Files with complex
animations

Entropy values
Slide transition effects

0.7219~1.0000

0.9224~1.0000

0.9848~1.0000

Entrance animation effects

X

X

1.9803~1.9999

Emphasis/motion path animation effects
Exit animation effects

X
X

X
X

0.9878~1.0000
1.9787~1.9999

Delay effects

X

1.0323~1.5656

1.2119~1.5296

For example, files in slide transition effect category have entropy values between 0.7219 and
1.0000 for distributions of slide transition effects, and these values lie in the entropy value range
(0.5~1) which is the most frequent usage of users as shown in Table 12. The ranges of entropy
values for distributions of delay time effects are (1.0323~1.5656) for simple animations and
(1.2119~1.5296) for complex animations, these values lie in the range (1~2), which occupies
50 % probability of users usage as shown in Table 13. Experimental results show that the
proposed method is statistically undetectable under entropy comparison.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a steganographic method via animation and transition effects in
PowerPoint files. In contrast to other steganographic methods, our method does not distort
the content of a PowerPoint file and can naturally hide information in files. Furthermore, the
proposed method can resist the format conversion attack. Experiment result demonstrates
that the proposed method is undetectable under some visual and statistical attacks.
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